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BACKGROUND 

1.1 These representations are made in respect of the list of matters for consideration at the 
Examination in Public and taking into account the Draft New London Plan Minor Suggested 
Changes July 2018. These representations have been prepared by CBRE Limited on behalf 
of Catalyst Housing Limited ('CHL') further to our representations made on 2nd March 2018 
(‘March Representation’). As a G15 housing association, managing approximately 22,000 
homes across London and the South East, CHL takes a close interest in proposed planning 
policy and welcomes this opportunity to formally comment on the draft London Plan.  This 
document highlights CHL's position on the emerging plan but is also made in dialogue with, 
and in addition to, the representations made on behalf of G15. 

1.2 In broad terms, there is much we support within the draft London Plan, not least its focus on 
communities, social integration, inclusivity and rebalancing.  It is also ambitious, 
particularly in relation to housing delivery and we think it needs to be, if we are to stand a 
chance of addressing the housing crisis that has steadily worsened over many decades.  A 
number of the concerns we raised in our previous March Representation have been 
addressed within the Minor Suggested Changes July 2018, and this is welcomed.  However, 
we remain concerned about several policies (and supporting text), which in their current 
form are likely to inhibit - rather than accelerate - growth. Below, we have identified the 
relevant part(s) of the question(s) relating to each matter we are responding to, and outline 
our comments accordingly. Parts of the question(s) deemed not relevant to our response 
have been omitted. 

SMALL SITES AND SMALL HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS (POLICY H2) 

Matter 20 

M20. Are the presumption in favour of small housing developments of between 1 and 25 
homes in Policy H2 and the targets in Table 4.2 justified and deliverable and will the policy 
be effective? In particular:  

a) Is the modelling of delivery from small sites in the SHLAA justified, including reliance on 
PTALs? 

b) Is it realistic to expect the small sites target to be achieved in the outer London Boroughs?  

e) Will the provisions of Policy H2 provide an effective strategic context for the preparation 
of local plans and neighbourhood plans including support for custom, self-build and 
community-led housing? Are the detailed criteria necessary and would they provide an 
effective basis for development management? Are the qualifications at Policy H2 HA-HC 
justified in themselves and would they effectively eliminate the positive presumption for small 
housing developments?  

f) Based on the historic delivery from sites below 0.25 hectares (whether allocated or 
windfalls) how will the Plan’s expectations for delivery be achieved?  

g) What will happen in the interim pending the work to prepare area-wide design codes 
referred to in Policy H2 B 2)?   

1.3 There have been numerous changes to draft Policy H2, however these do not fully address 
the concerns set out in paragraphs 1.20 and 1.21 of our March Representation, and indeed 
raise further matters for consideration. In response to the question, we have concerns 
around the ability for small sites to deliver the ambitious targets. However, our fundamental 
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concern is around design codes and the potential for them to hinder delivery, particularly 
under the current draft policy wording. We question whether design codes are appropriate 
for small sites and whether this is a strategic matter for the London Plan to consider in 
strategic policies. We consider this further in paragraphs 1.4–1.11 below. 

1.4 Draft Policy H2 relates to small sites and is generally supported by CHL. Under draft Policy 
H1, this is one of the sources of capacity to meet the identified housing need.  However, 
based on the targets set out in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, small sites make up around 37.8% of 
target completions between 2019/20-2028/29, and the SHLAA indicates a capacity for 
24,500 new homes per year.  This is likely to be extremely ambitious, particularly given that 
small sites are often difficult to deliver, and can attract local opposition.   

1.5 The changes in the draft policy to include the threshold approach for small sites which are 
major developments providing affordable housing (in accordance with draft Policy H6), and 
the wording around affordable housing and off site or in lieu payments within draft policy 
H6 is welcomed and provides greater flexibly to help small sites to be delivered.   

1.6 In order to maximise the contribution of these sites to supply, care needs to be taken on the 
reference in part B in terms of the production at the local level of design codes, site specific 
briefs and masterplans. Part B has been amended to include clarity that Boroughs should 
prepare area-wide design codes for small housing development between 1 and 25 homes, 
and has an additional requirement at 2A to prepare site-specific briefs, masterplans and 
design codes for other types of small sites (under 0.25 hectares in size).  The principle of 
codes and/or a vision for a 'sub-area' may be very helpful, but the code/vision needs to 
avoid over-prescriptiveness which could run counter to achieving good quality design, and 
should provide for some flexibility in terms of how the codes are applied. To assist with this, 
we suggest there should also be some guidance around the definition and scope of design 
codes (and site specific briefs and masterplans). At present, the draft policy does not allow 
for any flexibility nor does it provide any guidance on the scope of design codes.  

1.7 We would also question whether design codes are suitable or necessary for small sites when 
there are local design and amenity policies in place. Given such sites will have very specific, 
local characteristics which vary from site to site, such sites will need to be individually 
designed with bespoke design solutions. Such design solutions would not be clear at plan 
making stage and would only become apparent through detailed design testing in relation 
to a specific development scheme.    

1.8 Furthermore, we are acutely conscious of resource limitations for many Boroughs, which 
may not allow them to complete this work in a timely manner and therefore provides 
potential delay and uncertainty risks around the delivery of small sites. Given that Boroughs 
are likely to prioritise such work in a different manner and be at different stages of the 
design work, Boroughs should be absolutely clear that the absence of design codes, site 
specific briefs and masterplans, should not prevent sites coming forward.   

1.9 As noted in paragraph 1.21 of our March Representation, part E allowed for sites to come 
forward in the absence of a design code, unless it can demonstrated that the development 
would give rise to unacceptable harm. This is considered a reasonable approach and does 
not inhibit development where the Borough has no design code in place. However, part E 
has now been amended and states: 

‘For the purposes of part D, the presumption in favour of small housing 
developments means approving small housing developments unless it can be 
demonstrated that the development would give rise to an unacceptable level of 
harm that outweighs the benefits of additional housing provision; or where 
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development does not comply with a design code prepared in accordance with part 
B’. 

1.10 The addition of the last sentence (highlighted in red) raises a significant concern and 
provides no flexibility or provision for circumstances where the Borough does not have a 
design code in place. Furthermore, even with a design code in place, there may be material 
considerations that the code did not account for and therefore circumstances where it would 
be more appropriate to design an element of a scheme differently.  

1.11 Finally, we would also question whether design codes for small sites is a strategic matter for 
the London Plan. The very nature of small sites makes considerations around their suitability 
an acutely local level issue, and therefore overly prescriptive requirements for Boroughs to 
prepare codes would not be helpful in achieving the overall strategic objectives of the draft 
London Plan, namely the objective to increase housing delivery. We consider the draft policy 
should be amended to reflect a level of detail suitable for a strategic policy document, 
ensuring greater flexibility around design codes and allowing Boroughs to determine a 
suitable local level approach, and allow sites to come forward in the absence of design 
codes and be determined in accordance with the NPPF and local design and amenity 
planning policy.       

 


